
 

Quick Reference Guide 8 

PowerPoint 2013 for Windows 
Creating Slides with Pictures and 
Videos   

 

 

For software training, contact the Computer Training Center (CTC) at 358-1111 or visit the CTC Web 
site at http://itcd.hq.nasa.gov/ctc. 

This document is posted on the ITCD Web site http://itcd.hq.nasa.gov/ctc. 

This quick reference guide walks through steps to create slides with Pictures or Video.  To create slides with tables, see 
the quick reference guide PowerPoint 2013 for Windows QRG5 – Creating Slides with Tables.  To create slides with 
charts, see the quick reference guide PowerPoint 2013 for Windows QRG6– Creating Slides with Charts.  To create slides 
with SmartArt, see the quick reference guide PowerPoint 2013 for Windows QRG7 – Creating Slides with SmartArt.   

Creating a Slide with a Picture 

The PowerPoint ClipArt Gallery is no longer an integrated library of images accessible directly through PowerPoint.  
Now, to insert a picture you need to have the image saved as a file and search for that file using “Insert Picture.” 

Creating a Slide with a Picture 

1. Place your cursor on the slide before the location you wish to add 
the new slide.  

2. From the previous slide, click the Home Tab | New Slide | Title and 
Content layout (shown right).  

3. From the New Title and Content slide just inserted, click on the 
fourth of the six object icons in the Content placeholder to insert a 
Picture.  The Insert Picture dialog box displays defaulted to the 
Picture Library (shown right).  

  

You can also insert a picture from the Insert Tab | Picture button. 

4. Navigate to the location where the picture file is located. 

5. Select the file you wish to insert and click Insert. 

Inserting an Online Picture 

By design, PowerPoint 2013 allows users to access the Bing 
clipart gallery directly through the application using the Online 
Picture tool.  However, due to IT security concerns, this feature 
is disabled at NASA.  We must, therefore, navigate to Bing from 
an internet browser and save images as a file first. 

1. From the browser, navigate to http://www.bing.com/   

2. Click Images to search the clipart images and type a search 
term in the field provided.  For this example, we are 
searching for “Screen Beans clip art.”   

http://www.bing.com/
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3. Highlight the image and right-click to display a shortcut menu.  From the menu, select Save Picture As.  The Save 
Picture dialog box displays defaulted to the Pictures library. 

4. Navigate to the appropriate folder and click Save.  

To insert the picture, follow the steps outlined above in the section entitled “Creating a Slide with a Picture.” 

Editing Pictures 

Picture Tools Format Tab:  Alignment, Picture Styles, Arrange, and Size  

 

1. Select the Picture by single clicking on it. 

2. With the Picture selected, click the Picture Tools Format Tab to display the tools.   

3. From the Picture Tools Format Tab, make the following edits as needed: 

a. If the image has a background and you want to remove it, click Remove Background. 

b. Click Corrections to Sharpen/Soften the image or adjust the Brightness/Contrast. 

c. Click Color to adjust the Color Saturation, to Color Tone, or Recolor. 

d. Click Artist Effects to adjust the picture to look more like a drawing or painting. 

e. Click Compress Pictures to decrease the size of the image. 

f. Click Change Picture to replace the selected picture with another image. 

g. Click Reset Picture adjusts the position, size and formatting of the placeholder containing the Picture. 

h. Click a Picture Style from the gallery to adjust the borders and effects applied to the Picture. 

i. Click Picture Border to adjust the color, width and line style for the border on the Picture. 

j. Click Picture Effects to apply a visual effect such as Shadow, Reflection, Glow, Soft Edges, 3-D Format, 3-D 
Rotation or Artistic Effects. 

k. Click Bring Forward or Send Backward to appropriately layer multiple objects on the slide. 

l. Click Selection Pane to display/hide the Selection Pane.   

This makes it easier to select items and change their order. 

m. Click Align to adjust the placement of the objects on the slide.  Use this option to align objects in relationship to 
each other. 

n. Click Group to group several objects together and thereby move them as one item. 

o. Click Rotate to flip the selected object. 

p. Click Crop to remove any unwanted areas of the graphic. 

q. Click Height or Width to adjust the size of the object. 

Creating a Slide with a Video 

1. Place your cursor on the slide before the location you wish to add the new slide.  

2. From the previous slide, click the Home Tab | New Slide | Title and Content layout. 

3. From the New Title and Content slide just inserted, click on the sixth of the six object 
icons in the Content placeholder to insert a Video.  The Insert Video dialog box displays 
(shown on next page). 
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Editing Videos 

The Video Tools Format Tab:  Preview, Adjust, Video Styles, Arrange and Size 

 

1. Select the Video by single clicking on it. 

2. With the Video selected, click the Video Tools Format Tab to display the tools.   

3. From the Video Tools Format Tab, make the following edits as needed: 

a. Click Play to preview the clip.  The button becomes a Pause button during playback. 

b. Click the Corrections drop-down arrow to select the desired Brightness and Contrast.  Click Video Corrections 
Options to Recolor or Crop the video object.  The Format Video task pane displays. 

c. Click the Recolor drop-down arrow to recolor the video.  Click the Video Recolor Options to also adjust the 
Brightness and Contrast or Crop the video object.   

d. Click Poster Frame to select a file as a frame (border) around the video. 

e. Click the Reset Design drop-down arrow to Reset Design or Reset Design and Size. 

f. Click to select one of the Video Styles to apply unique shapes, shadows, borders and effects to the Video object. 

g. Click Video Shape to adjust the shape of the Video object.  Click to select from the gallery of shapes. 

h. Click Video Border to apply and adjust a line border around the Video object. 

i. Click Video Effect to adjust the attributes of the Video Object.  Select from the options to adjust the Preset, 
Shadow, Reflect, Glow, Soft Edges, Bevel, or 3-D Rotation. 

j. Click the Bring Forward drop-down arrow to adjust the layering in relationship to other objects.  Select from the 
options to Bring Forward or Bring to Front. 

k. Click the Send Backward drop-down arrow to adjust the layering in relationship to other objects.  Select from 
the options to Send Backward or Send to Back. 

l. Click Selection Pane to display/hide the Selection Pane.   

This makes it easier to select items and change their order. 

m. Click the Align drop-down arrow to adjust the alignment in relationship to other objects.  Here you can align in 
many ways and also distribute vertically or horizontally, and align to the slide. 

n. Select the Video object along with multiple objects on the slide and click Group to relate them to other objects 
and move them as one. 

o. Click the Rotate drop-down arrow to rotate right or left at a 90% angle, or flip the vertical or horizontal of the 
Video object. 

p. Click Crop to adjust the size of the Video object. 

q. Click into the Height or Width fields and enter the value for the size you want the Video Object to be. 

The Video Tools Playback Tab:  Preview, Bookmarks, Editing and Video Options 

 

1. Select the Video by single clicking on it. 

2. With the Video selected, click the Video Tools Playback Tab to display the tools.   
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3. From the Video Tools Playback Tab, make the following edits as needed: 

a. Click Play to preview the clip. 

b. Click Add Bookmark to mark a specific location in the video and then use the bookmark to jump to that location 
during playback. 

Bookmarks are very useful when editing video playback.  Use bookmarks to mark beginning and ending locations when 
trimming. 

c. Click Remove Bookmark to remove the bookmark from the video. 

d. Click Trim Video to edit where in the video to start and where to end.  The Trim 
Video dialog box displays (shown right).    

(i) Move the Green Trimming tool to the beginning location and move the Red 
Trimming tool to the ending  location.   

(ii) Use the Back and Forward arrows to move in hundreths of a second. 

(iii) You can also type the Start Time and End Time in the fields provided. 

(iv) Then click OK. 

e. Click the Fade In and/or Fade Out fields and enter a time duration for the 
appropriate fade. 

f. Click the Volume drop-down arrow and select the volume Low, Medium, High 
or Mute. 

 

g. Click the Start drop-down arrow and select for the video to start Automatically when the slide is displayed or 
On Click. 

h. Click Play Full Screen to play the video to the edge of the screen image. 

i. Click Hide While Not Playing to hide the video object when not running the video. 

j. Click Loop Until Stopped to keep playing the video until the presenter clicks the mouse.  This will stop the video 
playback and move to the next automation in the presentation. 

k. Click Rewind after Playing to move the video back to the beginning once it is played. 

 

 

 

 

 
 


